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Hello everyone!

We would like to share the RAS newsletter 

with you, which brings the news that 

happened in the first half of 2020.

In this edition, you will find our collective 

actions in the fight against the new 

coronavirus in the Amazon region, new 

projects, publications and contributions to 

the media.

We know that these are challenging times 

and, therefore, wish strength, health and 

positivity for all RAS partners.

RAS Steering Committee

Newsletter
Rede Amazônia Sustentável

Do you want to share any news or contribute to the next newsletter?

Drop us an email through: redeamazoniasustentavel@gmail.com

WELCOME!
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Foto capa: Flávio Forner/Ambiental Media/Rede Amazônia Sustentável
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It is with great joy that we welcome our new partners, students 

and postdocs starting their collaboration with RAS in 2020.
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News! News! News!

RAS will embark on the wave of 
‘online lives’, having a premiere in 
early August. 

Follow @RAS_network for more
information.

https://twitter.com/RAS_network
https://twitter.com/RAS_network
https://twitter.com/RAS_network


Click here to read our journalistic article 

published in the                                about 

the vulnerability of the Amazon interior 

regions to the Covid-19, published in

Make your donation!

The Brazilian campaign “Ajuda Amazônia” raised 

R$40.000 for communities in the region of Tefé 

(Amazonas state) – a city with one of the highest 

number of Covid-19 by thousands of inhabitants. 

benfeitoria.com/ajudaamazonia

The international campaing “Amazon Covid Relief” 

focuses on the traditional populations from four 

protected areas in Brazil (FLONA do Tapajós, 

RESEX Tapajós-Arapiuns, e

Reservas de Desenvolvimento

Sustentável Amanã e

Mamirauá) and rural

communities from

Ucayali region, Peru. 

Click here to donate! 

RAS researchers and partners examined socioenvironmental impacts of the new coronavirus in 

the Amazon, wrote journalistic articles to increase the public awareness, and created several 

donation campaigns to help communities in different regions of the Amazon – where there are 

four of the five states with the highest number of cases per 100 thousand inhabitants in Brazil.

See below for further details.

1. RAS in the fight against COVID19

F1 F2 F3

Fotos:  Léia Soares/ICMBio – Santarém (F1-F3).
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2) Ongoing campaigns

We support two campaigns to collect 

donations for the purchase of food and 

personal hygiene supplies, production and 

distribution of masks and informative 

materials for families in rural, riverine and 

indigenous communities in different regions 

of the Amazon in Brazil and Peru. 

1) RAS, UFOPA e ICMBio - Santarém

RAS and UFOPA researchers, in partnership 

with ICMBio and Associação Tapajoara, 

raised around R$8.000 for (i) printing and 

distribution materials informing how to 

prevent the transmission of the new 

coronavirus, (ii) making and distribution 

fabric masks, e (iii) donating food and 

personal hygiene supplies to traditional 

indigenous and riverine communities living 

in FLONA Tapajós and RESEX Tapajós-

Arapiuns. (Santarém region; see ICMBio em 

foco; edition 561; p 8).

https://ambiencia.blogfolha.uol.com.br/2020/04/27/interior-da-amazonia-esta-vulneravel-a-covid-19-afirmam-pesquisadores/
https://benfeitoria.com/ajudaamazonia
https://www.justgiving.com/crowdfunding/amazon-helpers
https://infoamazonia.org/pt/2020/06/portugues-porque-olhar-para-a-amazonia-durante-a-pandemia
https://ambiencia.blogfolha.uol.com.br/2020/04/27/interior-da-amazonia-esta-vulneravel-a-covid-19-afirmam-pesquisadores/
https://ambiencia.blogfolha.uol.com.br/2020/04/27/interior-da-amazonia-esta-vulneravel-a-covid-19-afirmam-pesquisadores/
https://www.icmbio.gov.br/portal/images/stories/comunicacao/downloads/icmbioemfoco561.pdf


1) SYNERGIZE (Fev/20 à Jan/22)

The project“SYNthesising Ecological 

Responses to deGradation In amaZonian

Environments” is a collaborative effort of 25 

scientists from 17 institutions, seeking to 

integrate and synthesize data on Amazonian 

forest and freshwater biodiversity. This 

network already includes 300+ researchers

who carry out or have carried out studies in 

the Brazilian Amazon.

2. New projects:

In 2020, we started three new projects: SYNERGIZE, BIOCLIMATE, and Seeing Through the Smoke; 

funded, respectively, by CNPq/Sinbiose (Brazil), BNP Paribas Foundation (France), and the 

University of Oxford (United Kingdom).

2) BIOCLIMATE (Fev/20 à Jan/23)

The project “BIOdiversity responses to CLIMAte

and land-uses change in Tropical forest 

Ecosystems” involves seven institutions from 

Brazil, France and the United Kingdom. The 

project will investigate the links between local 

human-driven disturbances, climatic stressors 

and the biodiversity in Amazonian forests, with 

the final goal of informing forest management 

and recovery strategies in the Amazon.
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WHO ARE THE SYNERGYZERS?

SYNERGIZE is divided into three working groups: (i) terrestrial fauna, (ii) vegetation e (iii) aquatic fauna. 

Since last February, we have held monthly meetings to monitor our project development, organize our 

schedule, database platform and communication strategies with data collaborators, and discuss the products 

planned to be delivered until the end of the project.

[1] Joice Ferreira (Embrapa Amazônia Oriental); [2] Filipe França (Lancaster Uni); [3] Angélica Resende (Embrapa Amazônia Oriental); [4] Jos Barlow (Lancaster Uni); 

[5] Erika Berenguer (Oxford e Lancaster Uni); [6] Alex Lees (Manchester Metropolitan Uni); [7] Cecília G. Leal (USP/ESALQ); [8] Cássio Nunes (UFLA); [9] Raquel 

Carvalho (Embrapa Amazônia Oriental e Lancaster Uni); [10] Fernando Elias (Embrapa Amazônia Oriental); [11] Fernanda Martins (Universidad de Alcalá); [12] 

Leandro Juen (UFPA); [13] Fernando Schmidt (UFAC); [14] Fernando Vaz-de-Mello (UFMT); [15] Fabricio Baccaro (UFAM); [16] Juliana Schietti (UFAM); [17] Luiz Aragão

(INPE); [18] Flávia Costa (INPA); [19] Oliver Phillips (Uni of Leeds); [20] Ima Vieiras (MPEG); [21] Jansen Zuanon (INPA); [22] Victoria Isaac (UFPA); [23] Leandro 

Castello (Virginia Tech); [24] Eduardo Venticinque (UFRN); e [25] Hans ter Steege (Naturalis Biodiversity Centre). 

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 24 25

3) Seeing Through the Smoke (Jan-Jul/20)

This exciting project is finalizing a series of three animated short films bringing

scientific evidence about the main socioecological causes and consequences of

fires in the Amazon.
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3. Retrospective – 1st semester/2020
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....many things

happened!!! 
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Through a joint effort by a team of more than 50 people dedicated to the conservation of the Amazon 

and the maintanance of research in Brazil, RAS has adapted to the new reality of working remotely and 

video-meeting.

Between February and June 2020, there were over 70 videoconferences, such as:

• F1: Monthly meetings with the UFMT team responsible for the dung beetle identifications;

• F2-F4: SYNERGIZE monthly meetings; 

• F5: Presentation of SYNERGIZE to representatives of different coordinations for biodiversity monitoring 

and national research in ICMBio;

• F6: Discussions to prepare scientific articles with postgrad students; 

• F7: Meetings with UFOPA e ICMBio (Santarém) to develop the book about the biodiversity of Flona 

Tapajós and RESEX Tapajós-Arapiuns; and

• F8: have a collective beer during the 1st online happy hour of RAS postdocs! 

F1 F2 F3

F4
F5

F6 F8F7



1 – Barlow, J et al. (2020) Clarifying Amazonia's 

burning crisis. Global Change Biology

2 – França, F et al. (2020) Climatic and local stressor 

interactions threaten tropical forests and coral reefs. 

Phil Trans R Society B

3 – França, F et al. (2020) El Niño impacts on human-

modified tropical forests: consequences for dung 

beetle diversity and associated ecological processes. 

Biotropica

4 – Barros, TC et al. (2020) Natural recovery of plant 

species diversity in secondary forests in Eastern 

Amazonia: contributions to passive forest restoration. 

Brazilian J of Botany

5 – Elias, F et al. (2020) Assessing the growth and 

climate sensitivity of secondary forests in highly 

deforested Amazonian landscapes. Ecology

6 – Hawes, JE et al. (2020) A large‐scale assessment 

of plant dispersal mode and seed traits across 

human‐modified Amazonian forests. J of Ecology

7 – Carmenta, R et al. (2020) Characterizing and 

Evaluating Integrated Landscape Initiatives. One 

Earth

8 – Spínola, JN et al. (2020) A shared perspective on 

managing Amazonian sustainable‐use reserves in an 

era of megafires. J of Applied Ecology

4. Recent publications:
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Access our website:

https://www.rasnetwork.org/en/intro-eng/
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5. RAS in the media:

Click in the mobile Apps below to access our 

media contributions and journalistic articles 

about the RAS research.

6. CHECK OUT: Videos about RAS projects!

Production RAS Newsletter #2: Filipe França – Contribute to our next edition (Dec/2020): redeamazoniasustentavel@gmail.com

RAS steering committee: Alexander Lees, Cecília Leal, Erika Berenguer, Filipe França, Joice Ferreira, Jos Barlow & Toby Gardner

UK

BIOCLIMATE: Jos Barlow contributed to the video produced by BNP Paribas Foundation, 

explaining how BIOCLIMATE will investigate the role of fauna in the recovery of 

Amazonian forests affected by human and climatic disturbances.

PELD-RAS: Filipe França contributed to the video series“Sítios PELD”

promoted by CNPq, highlighting the importance of the PELD long-term

research programme in the video “There are stories that only time tells”

and explaining some of the PELD-RAS objectives in the video “PELD-RAS”.
Click on the images above to access the videos!

Fore more 

news, follow 

us on Twitter

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/gcb.14872
https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/full/10.1098/rstb.2019.0116
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/btp.12756
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s40415-020-00585-9
https://esajournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/ecy.2954
https://besjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/1365-2745.13358
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2590332220300427
https://besjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/1365-2664.13690
https://www.rasnetwork.org/en/intro-eng/
mailto:redeamazoniasustentavel@gmail.com
https://www.otempo.com.br/interessa/incendios-contribuiram-para-o-colapso-de-besouros-1.2296216
https://www.otempo.com.br/interessa/incendios-contribuiram-para-o-colapso-de-besouros-1.2296216
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-7933735/Tropical-regions-face-perfect-storm-droughts-hurricanes-floods-created-climate-change.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-7933735/Tropical-regions-face-perfect-storm-droughts-hurricanes-floods-created-climate-change.html
https://www.mailonsunday.co.uk/sciencetech/article-7933735/Tropical-regions-face-perfect-storm-droughts-hurricanes-floods-created-climate-change.html
https://www.mailonsunday.co.uk/sciencetech/article-7933735/Tropical-regions-face-perfect-storm-droughts-hurricanes-floods-created-climate-change.html
https://theconversation.com/dung-beetles-help-rainforests-regrow-but-extreme-drought-and-wildfires-in-the-amazon-are-killing-them-off-130444
https://theconversation.com/dung-beetles-help-rainforests-regrow-but-extreme-drought-and-wildfires-in-the-amazon-are-killing-them-off-130444
https://noticias.uol.com.br/ultimas-noticias/deutschewelle/2020/02/18/acoes-humanas-alteram-dispersao-de-sementes-na-amazonia-aponta-estudo.htm
https://noticias.uol.com.br/ultimas-noticias/deutschewelle/2020/02/18/acoes-humanas-alteram-dispersao-de-sementes-na-amazonia-aponta-estudo.htm
https://uk.sports.yahoo.com/news/climate-change-tropical-reef-biodiversity-collapse-183622306.html
https://uk.sports.yahoo.com/news/climate-change-tropical-reef-biodiversity-collapse-183622306.html
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/colunas/perifaconnection/2020/05/ciencia-e-mobilizacao-social-sao-armas-contra-a-desesperanca.shtml
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/colunas/perifaconnection/2020/05/ciencia-e-mobilizacao-social-sao-armas-contra-a-desesperanca.shtml
https://oglobo.globo.com/sociedade/sustentabilidade/amazonia-teve-maior-perda-de-floresta-desde-2008-diz-estudo-24085068
https://oglobo.globo.com/sociedade/sustentabilidade/amazonia-teve-maior-perda-de-floresta-desde-2008-diz-estudo-24085068
https://oglobo.globo.com/el-nino-desmatamento-ameacam-besouros-da-amazonia-24241261
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https://www.bbc.com/mundo/noticias-america-latina-51303285
https://www.bbc.com/mundo/noticias-america-latina-51303285
https://www.bbc.com/portuguese/brasil-51191340
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https://www.forbes.com/sites/christinero/2019/12/10/brazilian-researchers-defy-the-government-to-reveal-the-truth-about-amazon-fires/#4fa5f6357bcb
https://www.forbes.com/sites/christinero/2019/12/10/brazilian-researchers-defy-the-government-to-reveal-the-truth-about-amazon-fires/#4fa5f6357bcb
https://www.independent.co.uk/environment/orangutan-borneo-indonesia-wildlife-forest-coral-reef-climate-tropics-a9306416.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/environment/orangutan-borneo-indonesia-wildlife-forest-coral-reef-climate-tropics-a9306416.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/environment/amazon-wildfires-deforestation-jair-bolsonaro-climate-change-a9206371.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/environment/amazon-wildfires-deforestation-jair-bolsonaro-climate-change-a9206371.html
https://www.uol.com.br/ecoa/ultimas-noticias/2020/06/09/elite-precisa-investir-na-amazonia-e-nao-so-fazer-filantropia-diz-expert.htm
https://www.uol.com.br/ecoa/ultimas-noticias/2020/06/09/elite-precisa-investir-na-amazonia-e-nao-so-fazer-filantropia-diz-expert.htm
https://www.foxnews.com/science/earths-biodiverse-ecosystems-face-collapse-new-study
https://www.foxnews.com/science/earths-biodiverse-ecosystems-face-collapse-new-study
https://www.dw.com/pt-br/amaz%C3%B4nia-pode-entrar-em-colapso-em-50-anos-diz-estudo/a-52723760
https://www.dw.com/pt-br/amaz%C3%B4nia-pode-entrar-em-colapso-em-50-anos-diz-estudo/a-52723760
https://brasil.mongabay.com/2020/04/el-nino-e-queimadas-contribuem-para-colapso-de-insetos-na-amazonia/
https://brasil.mongabay.com/2020/04/el-nino-e-queimadas-contribuem-para-colapso-de-insetos-na-amazonia/
https://twitter.com/RAS_network
https://twitter.com/RAS_network
https://youtu.be/6ItS5x67e_o
https://youtu.be/6ItS5x67e_o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AQ5OWtsh29E&list=PLlqZGIaRP32Sw8iwe6XvXvaS3QNC19DpA&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AQ5OWtsh29E&list=PLlqZGIaRP32Sw8iwe6XvXvaS3QNC19DpA&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6O5Ne8Ri_KI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6O5Ne8Ri_KI

